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Sub:

Detailed

instructions regarding

programmes including PM, MR, MOSR,
The

following instructions should

1. The various

programmes /

PM/MR/MOSR/CM/

other

CM

event

management

in

&otherVVIP programmes.

be followed in all

events can be

various

respect:

classified asVVIP event such

as

VIPs, Zonal/Divisional events like Independence
Day, Republic Day, Railway Week etc. General events like International
Yoga
Day, Rashtriya Ekta divas, Quami Ekta Week etc. and other Special eventsS.

2. The

above events should be
meticulously planned depending upon the
importance of the programme/events and venue/location like indoor or
outdoor etc.

3. Depending upon the venue/location of event, planning to be done for the
arrangement of S&T works required in the stage, PA systems, VideoWalls,

TVsets, Projectors with screens in the Seating areas, Feedback Amplifiers,
Video Conference Systems(TPaaS or Local arrangements by Railways), RCIL
links, Protections paths, Surveillance system if required etc.
4. One officer should be headed in each department like PA Systems, Video

Conference Systems (TPaaS or. Local arrangements by Railways), RCIL links
& Protection paths etc.
5. The supervisor & officer headed for each department should be familiar with
the functionality of each systemlike PA Systems & Video conference activity,
Links for video conferences etc.
6. PA system arrangement:
i.
Generally dynamic microphones should be used due to its good
directivity pattern.Floor & table microphone stand to be used. Cordless
microphone/ collar microphone along with sufficient batteries to be
kept as spare.
.

il.

of
suitable
feedbackk
PA
Amplifier
wattage,
amplifier,
microphone, recording facilities, audiocables etc. to be kept in hot
standby.
The microphone cables should be isolated from power, loudspeaker
and telephone cables.

h ./Tal
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IV.

The output power of the amplifying system should have a desirable
sound level of 60 to 80 dB during operation.

V.
VI.

Vil.

should be done for all the amplifier systems properly.
Earthing
For better reproduction, column/Box speakers should be used. The
spacing between two columns in a row should be apprOx. 8mtrs apart.
All the loud speakers in each group should be connected in parallel and

vill.

in phase across the output Iine.
Amplifiers and Mixer should be norn ally operated from 230V single
phase 5OHz AC mains supply with voltage regulating device and also
with 12/24V standby battery, which provides continuous operation

IX.

without any interruption.
The entire function should be run on Separate environment friendly DG
set (with Stand By arrangements) even if there is AC power supply as

X.

XI.

there is a chance of Local power failures.
The audio connecting cables for Audio output of codec to the Audio
Mixture or PA Amplifier should be in duplicate one working & one hot
standby and another should be kept in stock.
The wirings should be properly dressed & separated from each other
even if these are temporary cable only for the function.

xii.

The running of Power cables & audio /video/Ethernet cables should not

xii.

The wiring/ cabling of column/Box/Loud speakers should be done

xiv.

alternatively with separate amplifiers.
Cabling to be done through Screened cable in RE

run together or bunched together.

xv.

area.

Prerecorded music/audio media such as pen drive/CD/DVD etc. should

be checked well before from starting of program, if somebody
performs any cultural show with their own music media. Music/audio
to be recorded duplicate in Pen drives/CD/DVD & all the media drives
should be handed over to supervisor in-charge of PA system well
before starting

of the function,

so that these could

be

checked

thoroughly along with the PA equipments& if any virus found that can
be treated. Mobile telephone as a source of prerecorded music should
not use in any case.
xVi.

The technical control and operations of all such devices should be with
the Officer/ Supervisor in charge of the PA system department of the
function.

7. Video Wall, TV, Projectors:
i.
.

v.

The video wall, TV, Projectors, Screen & Standalong with Laser pointer
should be provided depending on the requirement of the functions.
Video Wall controllers (Hardware-based controllers or Software-based
PC & video-card controllers)should be kept in hot standby. The power
should be kept on spare.
supply units for the LED panel
be kept in hot standby.
should
Pointer
Projector and Laser
run on 5/10 KVA UPSdepending on
should
Video Wall, TV, Projectors
should run on environment
the loads. The entire power supply
should be
set or AT Supply if available and Local AC supply

friendlyDG
on standby.

1

The technical control and operations of all such devices should be with
the officer/ Supervisor in charge of the video wal/TV department of

.

the function.
8.

Video
Conference Arrangements (Codec& Cameras):
i.

RailTel should be contacted beforehand for the functions related with
video conference with TPaaS. For this prior approval of Railway Board
to be obtained by HQ by sending a request letter to Railway Board
with a copy to ED/RCIL/Kolkata.

ii.

iii.

iv.

The Nos. of codec & camera required to be specified depending on the
scale/type of the program while giving request to the Railway Board/

RCIL

For the Video conference
with local

arrangements by NFR/HQ

or

by

any Division proper arrangements to be made either by doing
departmentally or by outsourcing.
The

technical control and operations of all such devices should be with
the Officer/
Supervisor in charge of the video conference department
of the function.

9. Surveillance System:
i.
For the functions
having huge atherings video surveillance systems to
be providedin consultation with
security department. This should be
provided on demand from Security Department.
1.
The technical control and
operations of all such devices should be with
the Officer/ Supervisor( along with a Security officer/Supervisor) in
charge of the video surveillance department of the function

10.

Power Supply Arrangement:
i.

A Power Panel to be set up in a suitable place preferably near the back

The

of the

Stage with a clear
systems (PA system,

corner

ii.

view of the stage.
Video System, Video

Conference,

Surveillance System etc.) should be normally operated from 230V
single phase 50Hz AC mains supply with voltage regulating device.
There should be 12/24V stand
tery for PA system and 5/10 KVA
UPS as per the load requirements for Video System, Video Conference,

Surveillance System which provides continuous operation without any

interruption.
iii.

The entire function should be run on Separate environment friendlyDG

set (with Stand By arrangements)or AT Supply if availableand Locai AC
supply should be on standby.

iv.

The technical control and operations of all such devices should be with
the Officer/ Supervisor in charge of the Power Supply Arrangement
department of the function.

11.Earthing Arrangement: Proper earthing arrangement should be provided
for all the systems in RE and Non-RE area& it should be at least 3mts away
from any Electrical Earths.

12. Links:There should be a working path and a protection path irrespective of

service provider with route diversity for video conferencing.Third protection

en

path should a

13.Stage Arra
Programmes:

Two

.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

(02)

for VVIP

functions

nt is attachedas Annexure

ams have

to be

arranged

in

if

possible.A schematic diagram
ready reference.

-1for

stage depending

on

the events/

Nos. of Podium.

Feedback speaker.
Microphone along with stand (Floor & Table stand)
Cordless Microphone/ collar microphone.

TV Sets as per requirements

14.Communication Facility:
The following communication systems have to be arranged for VVIP events.

Railway Phone (wherever feasible)
i.

BSNL Phone

iii.

Hotline

iv.

Fax facility

Internet facility

.

Vi.
vii.
vii.

Satellite Phone
Walkie Talkie
FCT telephone of local service provider.

15.PC, Printer Items:
events.
The following systems have to be arranged for VWIP
Laptop/Desktop Computer
i.
Multifunction Printer
ii.
Fax Machine
ii.
Internet
Dongle
iv.
V.

Printing Paper

surrounding locations
arrangements at stage &
of
diagrams/sketch
typical
-2 for ready reference.
area is attached as Annexure

16.A

Video

Video Conferencing System,
above equipments (PA System,
if
Links, Surveillance System any
the
Wall/TV/Projectors, Power Supply Systems,
of
before
starting
well
events shall be tested
the
for
installed
etc.)

17.The

event/programme/function.
from
18.The supervisors & officers

Engineering,Security

Personnel, Electrical,
the program
to time throughout
coordinated from time
of programs & works required.

deptt. to be closely
depending on the type

19.The

s&T

materials

handed

department/supervisor/person

returned as well.

etc.

Over
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for
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Fig: A typical diagram/sketch of arrangements PA System, Video Conferencing etc. for WIP Functions

